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purely astronomic question, the appeal lies, not to Scripture, 
but to astronomic science. And in the fourth place, the rea
sonings of TmTetine, when, quitting his own proper walk, 
he discourses, not as a theologian, but as a natural philo
sopher, are such as to read a lesson not wholly unneeded in 
the present day. They show how, in a department in which 
it demanded the uuitecllife-long labow·s of a Kepler, Galileo, 
ancl Newton to elicit the truth, the hasty guesses of a great 
theologian, t·ashly ventured in a polemic spirit, gave form and 
body to but ]udicrous etTor. It is not after a fashion so im
petuous and headlong that the elaborately-wrought key must 
be plied which unlocks the profound mysteries of nature. 
But of this more anon. 

Let me remark in the passing, that while Turretine, one 
of the greatest of theologians, failed, as we have seen, to find 
in Scripture the fhct of astronomic const1~tion, La Place, 
one of the greatest of the astronomers, failed in a manner 
equally signal to find in his science the fact of astronomic 
autlto1·slt1"p. The profound Frenchman (whom Sir David 
Brewster well characterizes as "the philosopher to whom 
posterity will probably nssign the place next to Newton',) by 
demonstrating that certain irregula1ities in the motion of the 
heavenly bodies, which had been supposed to indicate a fu
ture termination to the whole, were but mere oscillations, 
subject to periodic con·ection, and indicative of no such ter
mination in consequence, demonstrated a] so that, from all that 
appears, the present astronomical movements might go on for 
ever. And as he could find in the solar system no indica
tions of an end, so was be unable, l1e said, to fincl in it any 
trace of a beginning. He fitiled in discovering in all astro
nomy tl1e fact of authorship, just as Turretine had failed in 
finding in all Scripture the fact of astronomic construction. 
And here lies, I am inclined to think, the true line between 
revelation and science,-a line drawn of old witl1 a God-de-
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